Test of
W16 Monroe Firstair
Produced by ORBX Systems

Monroe Firstair is a privately owned airport located a few miles from Monroe, Washington, USA. The
airfield was founded back in 1969 and is today owned and managed by Daryl Habich. It features one
2087ft by 35ft runway with an asphalt surface and direction 07/25 with an elevation of 50ft.
The airfield is home to 74 based aircrafts as single engine and multi engine aircrafts together with one
jet and one ultra light. The frequency is 122,9 MHz (CTAF) and the FAA Identifier is W16.

Specs:








Name Monroe Firstair
Airport type Privately but open to the public
Owner Daryl Habich
Location Monroe, Washington
ICAO/FAA W16
Elevation 50ft AMSL
Runways 1x
o 07/25 Asphalt 2087ft by 35ft

I received this scenery directly from ORBX Systems and the download went as usual quick, easy and
without any problems. I have previously downloaded sceneries from ORBX Systems server and the
connection to their server is really good, so the download did not take much more than half a minute
or so.
The installation also went perfectly – it was quick and easy, I just had to activate the installation
wizard and it took care of the complete installation. After the installation I searched the forums at
ORBX Systems to see if there were any upgrades or additional patches that I had to install. This was
however not the case with this add-on scenery.
Before installing this scenery I had downloaded and installed the FTX Pacific Northwest including the
upgrade patch PNW005 from ORBX. This FTX covers the area surrounding the Monroe Firstair field

and by combining these two scenery/terrain packages you get a completely stunning scenery where
the airfield is perfectly integrated with all the surroundings.
After the installation had completed I opened my FSX folder to check if everything was installed
correctly and of course it was. Hereafter I opened up my FSX and created a flight from the Monroe
Firstair field just to check if the scenery was working – this it was indeed and even though I have
already seen other sceneries from ORBX, I still got surprised by the level of details that I now saw.

Together with this scenery you also get a scenery control panel which is integrated into the FTX
Region package. With this control panel you can customize various settings to be exactly how you like
it to be. Hereby you can also control the gravity of the impact this scenery might have on your
computers performance by twisting the settings up or down.
I tried to apply all settings to maximum just to see if my computer could do that. I have a reasonable
high-end computer, so the impact that I experienced was not huge, but if you have a low-to-medium
end computer I would assume that it would be necessary to make compromises on some of the
settings.

If you have never tried an ORBX Systems scenery before you will be very surprised by the level of
detailing included in this scenery – well actually I still got very much surprised because this is indeed a
very beautiful scenery, and ORBX Systems are part of an elite group that really knows how to make a
scenery come alive and be super realistic.
When I go through the Monroe Firstair scenery it really feels like I am there in real life. The scenery is
filled with special made buildings, objects and vehicles that are all modeled very precisely and covered
with good quality textures.
When looking at the buildings and their location within the airfield, compared to images that I got
from Google-Earth, I could very easily see that ORBX has tried to place all buildings as close as
possible to the real buildings locations. This does of course also contribute to make the scenery very
realistic.

As extra there are also included various nature sounds which if perfect for this scenery. It increases the
realism and is a major ingredient when creating the perfect and very unique atmosphere that you can
find on smaller airfields as this one. For example try and set up a flight on a summer morning, and
when you make all the preparations as going around the aircraft and when doing the start-up
procedures, it is really nice to hear the birds singing etc – this creates an atmosphere of absolutely no

stress, happiness and excitement and this is how I remember my early morning flights in real life. I
think that this is perfect for this scenery.
I have on other ORBXs sceneries seen their people flow which is animated people doing various things
as talking, walking, fixing the engine on an aircraft etc – this is also included in this scenery together
with optimized texture flow. The animated people are very well made and placed realistically so they
also helped to create a living and realistic environment.

The details included in the scenery are many – you have e.g an old sea-bird aircraft as a static aircraft
monument in front of one of the hangars. You also have a lot of vehicles placed around the airfield
including a fire truck next to the runway. A huge number of special made buildings – well actually all
buildings at this airfield are special made, and the detailing on the buildings is superb.
Furthermore you have very realistic grass and trees and wherever you look you discover new and again
new details that you didn’t see the first time. It could for example be a pile of pallets or equipment of
some kind or other static things but they all increases the experience I got when walking around the
scenery.

When taking off from the Monroe Firstair airfield you very quickly realize that this scenery is not just
the airfield scenery, but it also includes the nearby surrounding as again various buildings, companies,
roads, a racetrack, road-intersections with lights activated, road poles, animated train the overhead
power lines and much much more.
Actually when flying close to the nearby racetrack I saw that there were actually cars racing and there
were also included sound files so that I could hear the cars racing. The entire racetrack area is created
and it looks very nice! – I think it might be a Nash car racing track but not completely sure.

The overall quality of the scenery is superb. By that I mean that the scenery is created with an eye for
the detail, the atmosphere and complexity of the scenery is very realistic and the impact all these
details gave my computers performance was very little, which normally could be an issue for many
flightsimmers.
The scenery is very impressive and after viewing several products from ORBX and can now see that
quality is taken very seriously at ORBX. Every scenery is so detailed that it is almost impossible to find
all details, but when created it really provides the simmer with an extraordinary experience of being at
that very specific airport/airfield.

I rate the Monroe Firstair scenery from ORBX with 4/5-Stars and thanks the team at ORBX Systems
for contributing to the flightsim community with this excellent scenery. I recommend simmers to try
out the scenery – it is great and I am positive that you will love it.
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